
Buffalo Hunt 
Unit 5, Lesson 1 

 
 
 

night    knight    plains    planes   tale    tail 
night    knight     plains    planes    tale    tail 
 
buffalo     sheep    bison 
buffalo    sheep    bison 
 
catch     dispatch    match 
catch    dispatch    match 
 
 
Last night the knights listened to a tale. 
Last night the knights listened to a tale. 
 
The plains Indians depended on the buffalo for most of 
their needs. 

The plains Indians depended on the buffalo for 
most of their needs. 

 
The sheriff will dispatch the men to catch the robbers. 
The sheriff will dispatch the men to catch the 

robbers. 



Old Yeller and the Bear 
Unit 5, Lesson 2  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 

scared     afraid    tired    exhausted  
scared    afraid    tired    exhausted  
 
biggest     largest    heavy    burdensome 
biggest    largest    heavy    burdensome 
 
wedge     drudge     plunge    danger 
wedge    drudge    plunge    danger 
 
sweat    breath    leather    ready   
sweat    breath    leather    ready  
 
scream    breathe    cheap 
scream    breathe    cheap 
 
I was exhausted from carrying that burdensome load of 
boxes. 
 
Rita took a deep breath and plunged into the icy water of the 

lake. 
 
The man in the cheap leather jacket screamed when he saw 

the danger.  



Death of the Iron Horse 
Unit 5, Lesson 3  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 
 

useful    usefully    useless      uselessly    usable 
useful    usefully    useless    uselessly    usable 
 
prophet    nephew     orphan    pamphlet 
prophet    nephew    orphan    pamphlet 
 
boxes     axes    mixes 
boxes    axes    mixes 
 
 
The boxes were stuffed with the useless junk. 
The boxes were stuffed with the useless junk. 
 
The pamphlet was full of useful information. 
The pamphlet was full of useful information. 
 
I bought several boxes of the cake mixes that were on 
sale. 

I bought several boxes of the cake mixes that 
were on sale. 

 



The Coming of the Long Knives  
Unit 5, Lesson 4  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 
 

harm   help   strength    weakness     gather    disperse 
harm    help    strength    weakness    gather    disperse 
 
village    courage     carriage     bandage 
village    courage    carriage    bandage 
 
knives     lives    loaves    wolves 
knives     lives    loaves    wolves 
 
The strong winds dispersed the clouds that had gathered. 
The strong winds dispersed the clouds that had 
gathered. 
 
The mayor of the village was a man of great courage. 
The mayor of the village was a man of great 

courage. 
 
The committee worked to improve the lives of the wolves 
in the zoo. 

The committee worked to improve the lives of the 
wolves in the zoo. 



Bill Pickett: Rodeo-Ridin’ Cowboy 
Unit 5, Lesson 5  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 
 

free-spirited     full-scale    small-time    best-loved 
free-spirited    full-scale    small-time    best-loved 
 
trail    raise    plain 
trail     raise    plain 
 
 
worked     performed    cheered      bulldogged 
worked    performed    cheered    bulldogged 
 
 
Bill Pickett performed in a full-scale rodeo. 
Bill Pickett performed in a full-scale rodeo. 
 
The horses worked their way down the rocky trail. 
The horses worked their way down the rocky trail. 
 
The crowds cheered as the free-spirited rodeo star rode in 
the ring. 

The crowds cheered as the free-spirited rodeo star 
rode in the ring. 



McBroom the Rainmaker 
Unit 5, Lesson 6  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 
 

drought    flood    common    extraordinary  
drought    flood    common    extraordinary 
 
shrink    expand 
shrink    expand 
 
drier    cozier    dimmer    sadder 
drier    cozier    dimmer    sadder 
 
quiet    quite    weather    whether 
quiet    quite    weather    whether 
 
 
Your cottage is drier and cozier than mine. 
Your cottage is drier and cozier than mine. 
 
Objects expand when they are warm, and shrink 
when they are cool. 
 
We’ll let the weather decide whether we go to the 

park or not.  



The Search 
Unit 5, Lesson 7  •  Fifth Grade 

 
 
 

rest    left   stick    kind 
rest    left    stick    kind 
 
breathing    listening    bringing    bumping 
breathing    listening    bringing    bumping 
 
school    bell    post    office    bank    teller 
school    bell    post    office    bank    teller 
 
 
I rested for the rest of the day. 
I rested for the rest of the day. 
 
Listening is an important skill in school! 
Listening is an important skill in school! 
 
When the school bell rang, I ran to the post office to 
mail my letter. 

When the school bell rang, I ran to the post office 
to mail my letter.  

 



 
 


